S1 Force Field Validations on Crystalline Structures
The P-O and B-O force fields were evaluated by N P T energy minimizations at 0 K in vacuum by utilizing the GULP program S1 to a set of P and/or B based crystalline structures, with the interatomic potentials evaluated out to 0.8 nm. The space-group symmetry was preserved throughout. Table S2 contrasts the resulting lattice parameters {a, b, c}, and unit cell volume (V ) with their experimental counterparts obtained by X-ray diffraction (XRD). An acceptable agreement is observed, with the calculated volumes generally staying within 95% and 92% of the experimental counterparts for the phosphates and borates, respectively, whereas similar errors resulted for the {a, b, c} parameters. The B 2 O 3 calculation manifests the overall largest deviation of ≈11% in the cell volume and 3-4% of the lattice parameters.
We are not aware of similar evaluations of B-O force fields on crystalline structures and the present results may therefore be viewed as benchmark values for future comparisons. Yet, we note that our P-O potential assessments on crystalline phosphates provide comparable deviations as those obtained by the shell-model-based P-O force field recently introduced by Ainsworth et al., S2 which was developed specifically for MD simulations of Na/Ca-bearing phosphate glasses. Further validations are discussed in the main article in the context of the B/P-bearing multicomponent glasses listed in Table 1 . a N tot represents the total number of atoms in the simulation of one glass model, with {N Na , N Ca , N B , N Si , N P , N O } corresponding to those of {Na, Ca, B, Si, P, O}, respectively, while N sim is the number of independent glass models generated. b Side length of the cubic box. c Experimental density, obtained from the as-indicated source. d The experimental density is not available for the precise glass composition: ρ was estimated by interpolating between values reported for neighboring compositions. (a, d, g ). Note that the NBO content increases together with R along the NBS2-R(33) series, whereas it decreases for increasing amount of B in the NCBPS(f ) glasses (i.e., for increasing f ). To facilitate comparisons among different O [1] /O [2] coordinations and glasses with distinct NBO contents, all PDFs are normalized to equal maxima of unity.
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